SPRAY FOUNDATION FOR FACE AND BODY
IGEPAK S.A., a contract filler and company with a wide expertise in the development and
formulation of aerosol products has developed a new spray FOUNDATION that delivers with
precision and ease an ultra-light foundation for face & body with an airbrushed effect that
provides a naturally velvet-like and radiant complexion.

GET AN AIRBRUSHING EFFECT
WITH THIS INNOVATIVE MIST
FOUNDATION
The Spray Foundation, with pigments
and emollients, combines an ultra-fluid
and ultra-fine texture with a micro
diffusion system, so that instantly, your
skin seems wrapped in an even, softly
subtle veil of light diminishing the
appearance of skin irregularities for a
flawless complexion. Skin stays soft,
supple and comfortable for hours. In a
few seconds, your complexion has a
soft radiance and a perfect velvet finish
that lasts all day long. Easy to apply.

HOW TO USE THE FOUNDATION SPRAY FOR FACE AND BODY
Shake vigorously for 5 seconds and spray evenly and moving in circular motions at a distance
of approx. 20 cm. on the body and, closing eyes, on the face. Massage gently for a lighter finish.
You can choose the coverage you want: The more you apply, the fuller the coverage. Protect
hair and clothes as needed.
If you are not used to the product you can also spray the foundation into the palm of the hand
at a distance of approx. 10 cm. then gently pat on and blend over face with your fingertips, or
onto a brush or makeup sponge, then blend onto your face. Doing it this way will allow you to
manage the amount of coverage you want. Once you get used to the product, you can apply
directly to your face from the spray bottle.

IGEPAK S.A. offers turnkey tailor-made solutions from developing, producing and filling
aerosols to delivering anywhere in the world. It also provides support regarding existing
regulations The Company’s facilities include: White room, water treatment plant (osmosis and
CDI), seven fully automatic filling lines. Three of these lines are prepared for filling with the
B.O.V. system.
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